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Abstract—Ground-based synthetic aperture radar (SAR)7
(GB-SAR) sensors represent an effective solution for the monitor-8
ing of ground displacement episodes. Initially, the most GB-SAR9
sensors were based on vector network analyzers (VNA). This type10
of solution, characterized by a slow scanning time comparable11
to the decorrelation of the troposphere medium, compromised12
in many cases the quality of final products for the application13
of persistent scatterer interferomerty (PSI) techniques. The14
development of GB-SAR sensors based on the use of stepped15
linear frequency modulated continuous wave (SLFMCW) signals16
has led to significant improvements during the last years. They17
have allowed fulfilling the need of temporal homogeneity of the18
troposphere during the acquisition time and, moreover, they have19
favored the acquisition of reliable polarimetric SAR (PolSAR)20
measurements without drastically increasing the scanning time.21
This fact has boosted the inclusion of polarimetric SAR interfer-22
ometry (PolInSAR) algorithms in PSI processing chains, which23
are demonstrating to outperform classical single-polarimetric24
performances. The objective of this paper is twofold. On the one25
hand, a general overview of the polarimetric RiskSAR sensor,26
developed by the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), is27
put forward as an example of SLFMCW GB-SAR system imple-28
mentation. On the other hand, a complete theoretical description29
of ground-based SAR (GB-SAR) interferometry (GB-InSAR)30
techniques for PSI purposes is widely discussed. The adaptation of31
the Coherent Pixels Technique to obtain the linear and nonlinear32
components of ground displacement phenomena is proposed. In33
the second part of this paper, the displacement maps and time34
series over two very different scenarios are presented in order to35
show the feasibility of GB-SAR sensors for terrain displacement36
monitoring applications.37

Index Terms—Differential synthetic aperture radar (SAR)38
interferometry (DInSAR), frequency modulated continuous wave39
(FMCW) radar, GB-SAR interferometry (GB-InSAR), ground-40
based SAR (GB-SAR), persistent scatterer interferomerty (PSI),41
polarimetric SAR interferometry (PolInSAR), stepped linear42
FMCW (SLFMCW) radar.43
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I. INTRODUCTION 44

D ATA COLLECTED by spaceborne synthetic aperture 45

radar (SAR) sensors allow obtaining all-weather ter- 46

rain complex reflectivity images, which can be processed by 47

means of differential SAR interferometry (DInSAR) algorithms 48

for the monitoring of complex deformation episodes [1], [2] 49

with millimetric accuracy [3]. DInSAR techniques are based 50

on exploiting the phase-differences, i.e., the interferogram, 51

between multitemporal pairs of single look complex (SLC) 52

SAR acquisitions of the same area of study, to obtain the terrain 53

displacement undergone in the line-of-sight (LOS) direction. 54

This technique has led to the development of persistent scatterer 55

interferomerty (PSI) [4]–[15], in which large multitemporal 56

data sets are employed in order to generate multiple phase 57

relationships between the SAR acquisitions available. PSI tech- 58

niques allow the estimation of both the linear and the nonlinear 59

component of terrain displacements, as well as the atmospheric 60

phase screen (APS) for each acquisition. 61

During the last decade, PSI techniques applied over space- 62

borne data have proven to be a useful solution to carry out the 63

geophysical interpretation of several subsidence phenomena, 64

especially when large scale areas of observation are required. 65

Contrarily, when high flexibility in terms of revisiting-time 66

is required or the sensor orientation needs to be fitted to the 67

specific characteristics of the area under study, spaceborne 68

solutions present several limitations, which compromise the 69

applicability of PSI techniques. 70

In order to overcome these limitations, the research activ- 71

ity of several groups has been addressed to the development 72

of ground-based SAR (GB-SAR) sensors. Easy to deploy and 73

cheaper if compared with spaceborne solutions, GB-SAR sen- 74

sors are a potential alternative ideal for the monitoring of 75

small-scale areas. The high stability of the sensor platform and 76

its flexibility in terms of revisiting-time make these systems an 77

excellent option to detect small changes within the area of inter- 78

est with a high temporal resolution of up to few minutes or even 79

seconds. Moreover, the chances to fit the illumination angle to 80

maximize the detection of LOS displacements allow overcom- 81

ing the intrinsic limitations of spaceborne solutions which are 82

constrained by the orbit geometry. 83

The first paper about GB-SAR inferometry (GB-InSAR) 84

date from 1999 [16], [17]. For the first time, the potentials 85

of terrestrial SAR sensors in the field of civil engineering 86
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were demonstrated studying the displacements of a dam. The87

equipment employed at that time consisted of a radar-based88

on a vector network analyzer (VNA) architecture, a coherent89

transmitting–receiving setup, a mechanical guide and a PC to90

control the data acquisition process. Some years later, in 2003,91

the company Ellegi-LiSALab obtained a license to exploit this92

technology from Joint Research Center (JCR). This first sys-93

tem intended for commercial exploitation was called linear94

SAR (LiSA). At this time, VNA solutions based on the lin-95

ear frequency sweeping of transmitted signals presented a high96

flexibility in the generation of tones and the opportunity to97

assemble GB-SAR systems with simple electronic hardware.98

Advanced versions based on this setup followed with the objec-99

tive of improving the stability and bandwidth capabilities of100

GB-SAR sensors [18]–[26]. Among all these sensors, the IBIS-101

L/M provided by the Italian company Ingegneria Dei Sistemi102

(IDS) has demonstrated to be a powerful and versatile steepest103

frequency continuous wave (SFCW) radar, which has shown its104

usefulness in a large number of applications [27]–[31]. Today,105

it is considered the most popular commercial GB-SAR sensor.106

Despite the popularity reached by VNA-based GB-SAR107

solutions, during the last decade, this radar architecture is being108

replaced by specifically developed prototypes based on the use109

of high rate steepest linear frequency modulated continuous110

wave (SLFMCW) signals [32]. In contrast to VNA-based solu-111

tions, SLFMCW GB-SAR sensors are able to perform faster112

scans, reducing the scanning one order of magnitude (from 10113

to 1 min). This has allowed not only to minimize the impact114

of troposphere disturbances but also to reduce the amplitude115

and phase distortions due to target instabilities during the scan-116

ning time. Faster scans have led to significant improvements in117

GB-InSAR performance for the monitoring of ground displace-118

ments with PSI techniques. This is the case of the polarimetric119

RiskSAR sensor, which is under continuous development at120

Remote Sensing Laboratory (RSLab) of Universitat Politècnica121

de Catalunya (UPC) since 2004 [32]–[34].122

Finally, new promising prototypes have been proposed in123

these last few years. On the one hand, the company Gamma124

Remote Sensing has presented a real aperture radar (RAR) sen-125

sor that is demonstrating similar monitoring performances [35]126

compared with SAR-based solutions. On the other hand, the127

company MetaSensing has recently introduced the FastGBSAR128

concept based on applying airborne SLFMCW SAR technol-129

ogy on terrestrial SAR sensors, which allows fast scans up to130

4 s [36]. Another example of very fast GB-SAR sensors is the131

one developed by the Institute for Radiophysics and Electronics132

from the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (NASU),133

which is based on noise radar technology [37].134

This paper is based on describing the last developments in135

the hardware and in the GB-InSAR processing chain of the136

polarimetric RiskSAR sensor. The work presented is focused137

on the sensor working in a discontinuous monitoring mode,138

i.e., the area of interest is revisited at different measurement139

days. First, the way of obtaining a time-averaged SLC image140

from each measurement day is put forward. Then, the different141

alternatives to compensate the impact of atmospheric artifacts142

among the different time-averaged acquisitions are widely dis-143

cussed. This step is mandatory to reduce the impact of the144

atmospheric artifacts in the displacement map estimations, most 145

noticeable on the deformation time-series. Finally, the adapta- 146

tion of Coherent Pixels Technique (CPT) [4], [38] to work with 147

zero-baseline GB-SAR data is presented. The way of exploiting 148

the capabilities of polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) data if available 149

is also discussed along the whole processing chain. 150

The second part of this paper [39] is focused on the practical 151

side of the techniques presented in this paper. Results obtained 152

from RiskSAR data over two different scenarios with different 153

displacement phenomena are presented and deeply discussed, 154

pointing out the key measuring and processing particularities 155

for each case. 156

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a hard- 157

ware description of the RiskSAR sensor, highlighting the main 158

advantages of the SLFMCW radar philosophy. In Section III, 159

the different operation modes, which constrain the GB-InSAR 160

processing, are briefly reviewed. Sections IV–VI present the 161

whole processing chain for ground displacement monitoring 162

with focus in the discontinuous operation mode. The main 163

conclusion and major remarks of the manuscript are given in 164

Section VII. 165

II. RISKSAR SENSOR 166

A. Radar Architecture 167

The RiskSAR sensor [32]–[34] is a transmitter–receiver 168

instrument that generates an SLFMCW waveform with a digital 169

direct synthesizer (DDS). The continuous wave operation mode 170

significantly simplifies the system architecture with respect to 171

pulsed radars. This radar architecture is based on the use of 172

commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components in the radio fre- 173

quency (RF), intermediate frequency (IF), control and data 174

storage sections. The output signal of the DDS is filtered 175

in order to reduce nondesired harmonics and spurious. A 176

first up-conversion to L-band is done by means of a mixer. 177

An active multiplier performs the second and last frequency 178

up-conversion. 179

Regarding receiver unit, it consists of a low-noise chain with 180

a direct phase quadrature I/Q Zero-IF demodulator, where a 181

sample of the transmitted signal is used as a local oscillator. 182

A high-pass filter is included in the video amplifier, which 183

ensures that the dynamic range of the base-band signal is 184

properly compressed and compensated. 185

The base-band signal acquisition is performed with a com- 186

mercial National Instruments (NI) PXI data acquisition (DAQ) 187

device with two 14-bits channels, each with a sampling capacity 188

up to 100 Ms/s and 512 MB memory depth, which is controlled 189

by a computer. The phase and quadrature I/Q base-band signals 190

are synchronously digitized using trigger and clock references 191

that are coherently generated in the frequency generation unit. 192

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the RiskSAR sensor. 193

B. System Description 194

The polarimetric RiskSAR sensor is able to work at C-, X-, 195

and Ku-bands. It employs a radar system featuring four lin- 196

early polarized pyramidal horn antennas for the acquisition 197

of zero-baseline PolSAR collections. The pyramidal shape of 198
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the RiskSAR internal architecture.F1:1

Fig. 2. Layout of the X-band horn antennas mounted on the polarimetric
interferometric front-end of the RiskSAR system. TX0(v, h) refers to the hor-
izontal and vertical polarization transmitting antennas, RX0(v, h) refers to
the receiving zero-baseline antennas, and RXI(v, h) refers to the receiving
interferometric antennas.

F2:1
F2:2
F2:3
F2:4
F2:5

the antennas allows reaching high directivities with manage-199

able antenna sizes. In addition, this type of antennas fulfills200

the polarimetric purity requirements needed in PolSAR data201

applications. In this framework, two horn antennas are used for202

transmitting in horizontal and vertical polarization TX0(v, h),203

and two more for the zero-baseline signal reception RX0(v, h)204

(see Fig. 2). PolSAR data are acquired by switching among the205

selected combinations of transmitting and receiving antennas.206

Optionally, when nonzero-baseline fully polarimetric interfer-207

ometric measurements are required, two extra antennas can be208

mounted RXI(v, h) (see Fig. 2). The position of these two last209

horns is not fixed and they should be adapted to the sensitivity210

required for the interferometric measurement.211

The entire radar-and-antennas assembly is mounted on a lin-212

ear rail of 2 m length. Each scan takes at C- and X-bands213

approximately 1 min when the sensor is working in single-214

polarization mode, whereas 2.5 min are required for the acqui-215

sition of full-polarization data. At Ku-band, the scanning time216

increases to 2 min for the acquisition of single-polarization data217

and 5 min for the full-polarization case. Table I summarizes the218

main specifications of the system for each band.219

RiskSAR measurements are typically carried out at X-band.220

Working at X-band, the RiskSAR sensor employs a carrier221

TABLE I T1:1
RISKSAR SETTING PARAMETERS T1:2

frequency of 9.65 GHz and transmits a bandwidth of 120 MHz. 222

This frequency, which favors working with higher bandwidths 223

with respect to lower bands, provides a good tradeoff to 224

achieve high spatial resolution SLC images and compensable 225

APS during interferograms exploitation. On the one hand, the 226

high-resolution capabilities at X-band give place to a signif- 227

icant improvement in terms of pixels selected with respect 228

to C- or L- bands. The possibility of GB-SAR sensors to 229

reduce the revisiting-time, to carry out even a continuous 230

monitoring, compensates the impact of the major decorrela- 231

tion phenomena expected at X-band. On the other hand, the 232

effect of APS is lower than the one produced at Ku-band. The 233

range resolution of the RiskSAR sensor working at X-band 234

is 1.25 m. 235

Finally, as it happens in all GB-SAR systems available, there 236

is a restriction in the cross-range resolution related with the 237

limited length of the aperture. This is translated into a signif- 238

icant degradation of the cross-range resolution compared with 239

either space- or airborne SAR systems. In fact, all GB-SAR 240

sensors behave as RAR, in which the cross-range resolution is 241

not constant along range. Considering a 2-m aperture length the 242

angular cross-range resolution is on the order of 10 milliradians 243

at X-band. This means that resolution ranges from 0.75 m at 244

near range up to roughly 5 m at a far range of 1500 m. A plot of 245

a typical measurement setup used in the RiskSAR campaigns is 246

shown in Fig. 3. 247
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Fig. 3. Sketch of the RiskSAR measurement setup.F3:1

III. GB-SAR OPERATIONS MODES248

A. GB-SAR Limitations249

Once a specific area is selected to be monitored, two differ-250

ent modus operandi, referred in the following to as continuous251

and discontinuous operation modes, shall be considered. This252

choice will directly impact in the later data processing and253

may compromise the reliability of the displacement maps254

estimations.255

The continuous operation mode relies on leaving the instru-256

ment fixed on the same site during the whole period of mea-257

surements, thus performing repetitive and continuous scans of258

the area of interest. One of the main advantages of employ-259

ing GB-SAR sensors is that the radar system can remain in260

the same spatial position in order to keep the same geometri-261

cal path between the different acquisitions. When a continuous262

monitoring is not required and the temporal span between263

subsequent acquisitions becomes long, the GB-SAR system,264

including the mechanical frame, may be mounted and dis-265

mounted in each measurement campaign. This modus operandi266

is referred to as discontinuous monitoring. In that case, the267

repositioning of the sensor may be subject to human errors268

and may introduce geometric decorrelation, which affects the269

coherence along the multitemporal data set [29]. A careful270

repositioning strategy, carried out through the use of precise271

mechanical positioning structures, is mandatory to ensure a272

millimetric accuracy and avoid the later registration of data.273

Indeed, the accuracy required in the repositioning is related274

to the band employed. The larger the carrier frequency the275

better the accuracy required. It must be pointed out that276

errors related with bad repositioning are usually nonnegligi-277

ble, especially when the GB-SAR location is fixed using some278

marks [29].279

The choice of the modus operandi typically corresponds280

to the most efficient and less-costly solution to overcome281

GB-InSAR limitations. These limitations depend on the282

characteristics of the area under study and on the dynamics of 283

the deformation process. They may be summarized as follows. 284284

1) GB-InSAR techniques require a dense network of high- 285

quality pixels along the whole period of observation to 286

get reliable results. In this context, temporal decorrela- 287

tion phenomenon is the main source of phase quality 288

degradation. It is more noticeable over vegetated areas. 289

Decreasing the temporal span between consecutive acqui- 290

sitions reduces the temporal decorrelation in the interfer- 291

ograms and leads to a more dense network of high-quality 292

scatterers. 293

2) The second critical limitation corresponds to the alias- 294

ing effect due to the phase wrapping inherent to the 295

interferometric phase. Phase differences are characterized 296

by varying between [−π, π]. A temporal displacement 297

undergone may hence be unambiguously estimated when 298

the relative displacement produced between consecutive 299

acquisitions leads to absolute phase differences lower 300

than π radians. At X-band, it corresponds to a relative 301

displacement of roughly 8 mm. 302

3) Finally, the effect of atmospheric artifacts on measures 303

also plays an important role. Scenarios characterized by 304

having hard atmospheric conditions lead to strong dis- 305

tortions in phase differences along time. Under those 306

conditions, the APS compensation process in presence of 307

large temporal spans is complex, or sometimes impossible 308

to fulfill, leading to significant errors in the final estimated 309

displacement maps. 310

An adequate operation mode should hence be selected in 311

order to ensure a dense enough coherent pixels network, avoid 312

phase unwrapping ambiguities, and minimize the effect of APS. 313

B. Continuous Operation Mode 314

The continuous operation mode is typically employed when 315

fast displacements are expected in order to avoid ambiguous 316

measurements when interferometric phase wraps. In such cases, 317

temporal decorrelation is minimized, especially when work- 318

ing over vegetated areas. Moreover, this operation mode allows 319

GB-SAR sensors to potentially work as an early warning sys- 320

tem (EWS) under some special conditions, as seen below. The 321

ability of GB-SAR sensors to perform repetitive and continu- 322

ous scans makes them an ideal solution to face urban risk of 323

collapse or geohazard mitigation when other strategies, such as 324

orbital-based PSI, are insufficient. 325

The absolute phase ϕn(t) from a nth target, illuminated 326

with a monochromatic wave traveling at the speed of light c, 327

at the frequency fc, in a certain instant t, is characterized by 328

its own backscattering phase ϕ0, by the two-way propagation 329

delay term proportional to the zero-doppler range distance rn 330

between the target and the sensor, and by a phase contribution 331

referred to as the atmospheric artifacts ϕn,APS(t) 332

ϕn(t) = ϕ0 +
4πfc rn

c
+ ϕn,APS(t). (1)

Contrarily to the spaceborne case, in which the spatial base- 333

line changes from acquisition to acquisition since the scene is 334

seen from slightly different points of view, the GB-SAR case 335
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Fig. 4. GB-InSAR-PSI processing considering a discontinuous monitoring
formed by N generic measurement days composed by Mi GB-SAR images
in each one.

F4:1
F4:2
F4:3

is characterized by acquiring images always from exactly the336

same position. In such a case, there is not any topographic337

contribution in the interferometric phase.338

When monitoring small-scale phenomena at low-low range339

distances (<500m) under stable APS conditions, the term340

ϕn,APS may be neglected. Under these conditions, the interfer-341

ometric phase Δϕn of interferograms can be directly related342

with the terrain displacement produced between times t1 and t2343

in the LOS direction344

Δϕn(t1, t2) = ϕn(t2)− ϕn(t1) =
4πfc
c

·Δrn (2)

where Δrn indicates the physical displacement of the nth tar-345

get in LOS, thus demonstrating that GB-SAR sensors may346

potentially work as EWS. The processing required for this case347

is typically carried out through a direct integration of phase-348

differences between consecutive acquisitions. When the APS is349

not negligible, it must be compensated for before carrying out350

one of the methods proposed in the following section.351

Despite the clear advantages of this configuration mode in352

terms of complexity, it also entails some drawbacks. The most353

important one is the loss of availability of the instrument since354

it is intrinsically blocked to its application in a single scenario,355

with the increase in the cost of operation. For this reason, this356

modus operandi seems clearly inefficient when there is no need357

to perform a continuous monitoring.358

C. Discontinuous Operation Mode359

Under the discontinuous operation mode, the GB-SAR sen-360

sor is not blocked, allowing a more effective use of the instru-361

ment for the simultaneous monitoring of different scenarios.362

The maintenance cost and the chance of damages of an unat-363

tended the system are also drastically reduced. This operation364

Fig. 5. Short-term processing (STP) chain for the focusing, estimation of the
short-term APS artifacts, polarimetric calibration, and temporal averaging of a
generic daily data set collection i.

F5:1
F5:2
F5:3

mode is typically employed for the monitoring of slow-rate dis- 365

placement phenomena, where a continuous monitoring results 366

clearly inefficient. Nonetheless, the non accomplishment of 367

the hypothesis of negligible atmospheric artifacts, jointly with 368

the larger temporal decorrelation phenomena expected, make 369

the processing chain more complex than before. 370

Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of the RSLab’s GB-InSAR pro- 371

cessing chain considering a discontinuous monitoring formed 372

by N generic acquisition dates, composed by Mi images 373

acquired in each one, with 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Each block of this 374

flowchart is discussed in detail hereinafter. 375

IV. SHORT-TERM PROCESSING 376

As seen in the previous section, under the discontinuous 377

operation mode the area of interest is revisited along N differ- 378

ent measurement days with a certain temporal span. In order to 379

improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of time-stationary tar- 380

gets, instead of making a single measure, several acquisitions 381

Mi are carried out in each measurement day i. Summarizing, 382

a total of N daily data sets, each one composed by Mi 383

zero-baseline GB-SAR raw images, are available. 384

The objective of the STP block, see Fig. 5, is to obtain a SNR 385

improved time-averaged SLC image from each daily data set i. 386

The first step of the STP block consists of focusing the 387

raw images available for each measurement day. This step 388

requires the range and azimuth compression of the data. Since 389

the RiskSAR sensor is based on an SLFMCW radar [32]–[34], 390

the range compression can be performed through a simple FFT 391

of the time-domain deramped received signal. Since the cross- 392

range resolution is not constant due to the limited length of the 393

synthetic aperture, the back-projection technique proved to be 394

the most suitable for the azimuth focusing [40]. 395

Once all the images are focused, and before obtaining the 396

time-averaged SLC image for each daily data set, an appropriate 397
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APS estimation and compensation [18], [41], [42] needs to be398

carried out if the instrument is operating under one of these399

conditions.400400

1) The illuminated area is characterized by large range401

distances (>1000 m) yielding to nonstationary APS402

conditions.403

2) The temporal baseline between consecutive acquisitions404

is large enough to introduce significant atmospheric dis-405

turbances along the same daily data set. This temporal406

baseline may be on the order of several minutes or up407

to few seconds, depending on the characteristics and408

extension of the monitored area.409

3) The APS does not remain stable due to boundary con-410

ditions. This occurs, i.e., when measures are carried411

out during dawn or sunset, even in small-scale areas of412

observation, or when the instrument is operating over413

mountainous environments, which are characterized by414

changing atmospheric conditions highly dynamic along415

the temporal axis.416

Several studies presented in the last few years have been417

focused on estimating APS in GB-SAR measurements. They418

can divided in three main categories.419419

1) Some solutions are based on modeling the APS over the420

stable permanent scatterers (PSs) [22] or high-coherence421

points [41], [43] with no external sources of information.422

2) Other solutions are based on obtaining APS dynamics423

from known motionless ground control points (GCP)424

[18], through the exploitation of available a priori knowl-425

edge of the area of interest.426

3) Finally, some solutions are based on on-site mete-427

orological information obtained over the monitored428

area [42].429

From all these methods, model-based solutions proved to be430

very effective both in terms of complexity and its capacity to431

reach good results with no extra meteorological data or selec-432

tion of stable GCPs over the area of interest. This is the solution433

implemented in the RiskSAR processing chain.434

Model-based solutions explain the physical presence of APS435

through the modulation of the electromagnetic (EM) wave’s436

velocity from the refractivity index N . With GB-SAR sen-437

sors, the medium to consider is the troposphere and N strictly438

depends on the atmospheric parameters of temperature, pres-439

sure, and humidity [44]. Under this approximation, ϕn,APS(t)440

is obtained from the integration of the refractivity function N441

along the path L, which links the radar to the target [43]442

ϕn,APS(t) = 10−6 · 4πfc
c

∫
L

N( �rn, t)dl. (3)

At this point, two different scenarios shall be considered to443

fix the model.444444

1) In the presence of soft topography, for instance, in urban445

areas, a constant refractivity index N for the whole scene446

[41] is supposed. When this assumption of atmosphere447

spatial homogeneity is fulfilled, the projection of the448

high-coherence phase-differences onto the range direc-449

tion exhibits a linear behavior. Hence, the atmospheric450

phase contribution, considering different atmospheric451

conditions at times t1 and t2, is computed through the 452

estimation of a simple phase-ramp, which is theoretically 453

described by a slope coefficient [41] as it is illustrated in 454

the following expression 455

Δ̂ϕn,APS(t1, t2) = ϕn,APS(t2)− ϕn,APS(t1)

= 10−6 · 4πfcrn
c

· (N(t2)−N(t1))

= 10−6 · 4πfcrn
c

·ΔN. (4)

2) Recent studies demonstrate that linear-model-based solu- 456

tions fail over mountainous regions in presence of 457

steep topography [43], [45], [46]. In these areas, high- 458

atmospheric disturbances, deeply correlated with the 459

topography and highly dynamic in time, are present. For 460

this reason, a generalization of the linear method seen 461

above, and recently presented in [43], has been imple- 462

mented in the RiskSAR processing chain. The spatial 463

homogeneity assumption adopted in [41] is not fulfilled 464

over this type of scenarios, where large variations in 465

temperature, pressure, and humidity linked to height dif- 466

ferences may be appreciated along the scene. Under these 467

conditions, the distribution of the refractivity index N 468

through the whole troposphere is modeled as a multilayer 469

medium [44] 470

N(h) = NS · e−αh (5)

where h refers to as the height above the ground, NS is 471

the surface value of the refractivity index, and α accounts 472

for the inverse of a height scale factor in km−1. 473

For small-scale scenarios, the refractivity index can be 474

linearized with the first two terms of its Taylor series 475

expansion [43] 476

N(h) = NS −NS · α · h = NS +N1 · h. (6)

The absolute delay of the backscattered wave at each 477

range distance will have now a term related with the 478

range distance, as in the previous case, but also a second- 479

order one depending on the product of range distance by 480

height [43] 481

Δ̂ϕn,APS(t1, t2) = β1 · rn + β2 · hn · rn (7)

where β1 and β2 are defined as 482

β1 =
4πfc
c

· 10−6 ·ΔNR(t1, t2)

β2 =
2πfc
c

· 10−6 ·ΔN1(t1, t2) (8)

and NR is the refractivity index at the radar height. 483

Using an external digital elevation model (DEM), and 484

solving a multiple linear regression (MLR) equation sys- 485

tem [43], the APS can be estimated. 486

Once a model solution is selected depending on the scenario 487

images must be compensated for. Since images belonging to 488

the same daily data set are characterized by having a short 489
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temporal span and the displacement rate is supposed to be490

low, no displacements are expected to occur in a day. This491

means that the interferometric phase information is totally free492

of any deformation contribution. Under this assumption, the493

APS compensation technique may be carried out over all the494

high-coherence points of the scene. Typical values consist on495

selecting those points with coherences values over 0.9− 0.95496

using a 9× 9 multilook. The procedure to obtain the com-497

pensated phase ϕn,comp is based on selecting a reference SLC498

image, referred to as master (at instant tM ), and then the rest of499

Mi − 1 SLC images, referred to as slaves (at instants tS), are500

compensated with respect to the selected master with one of the501

model-based approaches presented before502

ϕn,comp(tS) = arg
(
ejϕn(tS) · e−ĵΔϕn,APS(tM ,tS)

)
. (9)

In the particular case of working with PolSAR data, a503

polarimetric calibration process is mandatory after the APS504

compensation process. This calibration is typically performed505

using a corner reflector, characterized by having a strong copo-506

lar response, and a cross-polar point-like target located at the507

near range [47], [48].508

Once the APS phase term is removed from all the SLCs and509

data are properly calibrated, the SNR is improved performing510

a coherent sum of the whole daily data set. Since the coherent511

averaging is carried out along the temporal domain, the spatial512

resolution of the original images is preserved.513

V. LONG-TERM PROCESSING514

The objective of this second block, referred to as long-515

term processing (LTP), is to compensate the impact of the516

larger atmospheric artifacts among the N different daily time-517

averaged images obtained in the previous STP step. In addition518

and to cope with the more noticeable temporal decorrelation, it519

also tries to maximize the number of scatterers with good phase520

quality along time that reverts in a better APS compensation.521

Fig. 6 shows the block diagram of the LTP block.522

Compared with the previous STP block, the APS compen-523

sation and estimation process become now more complex.524

Indeed, the temporal baseline between the N different time-525

averaged images is now larger and the interferograms may now526

be affected by displacements. In order to avoid a corrupted527

estimation of the APS, only the motion-less points of stable528

areas should be used. For this reason, an a priori knowledge529

of the area of interest is needed in order to help identify-530

ing stable areas. This information can be obtained in the field531

with conventional techniques and devices, such as leveling,532

inclinometers, extensometers, or piezometers.533

Moreover, the larger temporal spans among images increase534

the chances of temporal decorrelation, especially in vegetated535

areas, and reduce the number of pixels useful for interfero-536

metric processing. This fact may compromise the estimation of537

the APS.538

In this framework, a new strategy to improve the APS539

estimation and compensation process that makes use of the540

shortest temporal baselines available is proposed. Following541

the previous argument, a basis of N − 1 compensation542

Fig. 6. Long-term processing (LTP) chain for the phase unwrapping, estimation
of the long-term APS artifacts, and interferogram generation.

F6:1
F6:2

functions F between consecutive daily temporal-averaged 543

images is employed. This strategy minimizes the loss of 544

coherence [34], [43] 545

F (i, i+ 1) = ej
̂Δϕ

APS(i,i+1)
(10)

where Δ̂ϕAPS(i, i+ 1) refers to the model-based estimated 546

APS for the consecutive measurements days i and i+ 1. 547

Under this formulation, the compensating function F (k, l) 548

corresponding to the long-term interferogram computed from 549

a pair of nonconsecutive daily temporal-averaged images k 550

and l can be calculated by multiplying the basis compensation 551

functions from the measurement days from k to l as follows 552

[34], [43]: 553

F (k, l) =
l−1∏
j=k

F (i, i+ 1). (11)

Consequently, the APS-free compensated interferometric 554

phase Δϕcomp(k, l) can be obtained using the compensating 555

function calculated previously as follows: 556

Δϕcomp(k, l) = arg (Sk · S∗
l · F ∗(k, l)) (12)

where Sk and Sl refer to the complex values from the same 557

pixels in the first and in the second image that form the inter- 558

ferogram, respectively, and ∗ indicates the complex conjugate 559

operator. 560

Furthermore, the use of PolSAR data has been recently pro- 561

posed, as an additional and complementary strategy, to increase 562

the quality and number of pixels during the APS estimation 563

process [43]. The atmospheric behavior is independent of the 564
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EM wave polarization at X-, C,- and Ku-bands. The rationale565

is to select for each interferogram the polarimetric channel pro-566

viding the highest value of coherence [43]. The original three567

single-polarimetric interferograms are hence reduced to an opti-568

mized single one that provides the best response in terms of569

coherence.570

It must be pointed out that prior the APS compensation571

step, all interferograms must be spatially unwrapped in order572

to carry out a correct fitting of the model. In this context,573

some unwrapping errors may appear if the terrain is complex574

or the illuminated area covers large-range distances. In order575

to face this problem, an outlier rejection process is proposed576

[43]. First, all the pixels fulfilling the high-coherence require-577

ment (γ > 0.9− 0.95) are used for a rough estimation of the578

model parameters. Once the model is estimated, these points579

are employed for the calculation of the standard deviation of580

the fitting error S. All the points accounting for a distance581

between the model and the interferometric phase greater than582

S are removed. The objective is twofold. On the one hand,583

this condition is imposed to prevent the inclusion of phase-584

instable scattererers during the estimation process. On the other585

hand, the phases affected by unwrapping errors, which are not586

expected to fit the APS model, are also removed. A better587

estimation of the APS is finally achieved by carrying out a sec-588

ond estimation using the remaining trustworthy pixels free of589

outliers and unwrapping errors.590

Finally, it is worth mentioning that GB-SAR acquisitions591

over urban environments are typically characterized by high-592

reflectivity fluctuations induced by human activities [49]. If593

PolSAR data are available, the method proposed in [50] may594

be applied in order to improve even more the GB-InSAR595

processing. This method consists on an improved short-term596

filtering technique based on the detection of stable long-term597

Pauli-based polarimetric patterns [34]. In essence, a short-term598

filtering for the generation of the time-averaged SLC images599

is carried out by detecting the long-term polarimetric behav-600

iors at pixel level providing the highest number of samples601

for each measurement day. In this work, a new concept of602

polarimetric entropy in time is also put forward to assess the603

benefits of the proposed technique with respect to the full604

short-term averaging process typically applied to distributed605

scattereres in natural environments [50]. On the one hand, this606

technique may be employed in order to obtain an improved607

time-averaged SLC image from each daily data set taking into608

account the polarimetric stability of point-like scatterers dur-609

ing the STP block. On the other hand, the higher quality of the610

time-averaged pixels is likely to lead to an improved long-term611

APS estimation.612

VI. ZERO-BASELINE COHERENT PIXEL TECHNIQUE613

Once the effects of the atmospheric artifacts have been com-614

pensated for, advanced PSI techniques may be adapted to work615

with the resulting zero-baseline APS-free interferograms gen-616

erated in the previous steps. Among the multiple advanced PSI617

techniques developed by the remote sensing community dur-618

ing the last decade [4]–[15], the RiskSAR processing chain619

employs the CPT [4], [38].620

Fig. 7. Zero-baseline CPT processing chain. F7:1

This technique has been widely employed in the last years for 621

the monitoring of several ground displacement episodes, using 622

SAR data collected by spaceborne sensors, allowing the esti- 623

mation of the linear and nonlinear components of displacement, 624

the topographic error of the DEM used in the generation of the 625

differential interferograms and the APS from a multitemporal 626

set of differential interferograms [4], [38]. 627

This section presents the adaptation of the CPT technique 628

to work with zero-baseline fully-polarimetric GB-SAR data, 629

highlighting the latest developments included. Fig. 7 shows the 630

block diagram of the zero-baseline CPT. 631

A. Pixel Selection and Polarimetric Optimization 632

The reliability of any PSI technique is compromised by the 633

phase quality of the interferograms involved in the process- 634

ing. Mainly due to temporal decorrelation phenomena, only a 635

limited number of pixels have enough phase quality for its reli- 636

able PSI processing. For this reason, prior to the application of 637

any PSI technique, an adequate selection of high-quality pixel 638

candidates is mandatory. 639

Two main criteria are available in the literature for the esti- 640

mation of the pixels’ phase quality: the coherence stability [4], 641

[12] and the amplitude dispersion [6]. 642

In the former approach, the interferometric phase quality 643

of each pixel is estimated, through the calculation of the 644

interferometric coherence [51] 645

γ = |γ| ejϕ =
E {S1 · S∗

2}√
E
{
|S1|2

}
·
{
|S2|2

} (13)

where S1 and S2 are the complex values corresponding to the 646

same pixel of the acquisitions forming an interferogram, |·| 647

indicates the absolute value operator, and E {·} refers to as 648

the expectation value. In practice, considering locally stationary 649
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processes and under the assumption of ergodicity, the expecta-650

tion operator is replaced by a spatial averaging around the pixel651

of interest, i.e., the multilook, to obtain the maximum likelihood652

estimator of the coherence γ̂ [52].653

There is a direct relationship between coherence values and654

the standard deviation of interferometric phases [51], [52].655

Coherence values range between 0 and 1, attending these val-656

ues to the limit situations of totally uncorrelated and correlated657

data, respectively. Typically, those targets characterized by hav-658

ing coherence values greater than a certain threshold of quality659

(typically 0.6−0.8 depending on the multilook employed) in a660

large number of interferograms are selected as reliable for the661

later PSI processing [51].662

Another approach to obtain temporal sensitivity along the663

whole stack of Nint interferograms consists on carrying out a664

temporal-average γ̂t of the interferometric coherences γ̂665

|γ̂t| = 2

N(N − 1)

Nint∑
i=1

|γ̂| . (14)

Again, a minimum threshold of mean coherence is fixed666

and only those pixels presenting coherence values above this667

established threshold are selected for the later PSI processing.668

The coherence stability approach is more suited for selecting669

distributed scatterers, however, it also performs well for the670

selection of deterministic ones, especially when working at671

high frequencies such as X- or Ku-band.672

The later approach is more suited for the selection of point-673

like scatterers. In this case, the phase stability of pixels is674

estimated through their (DA) index in those pixels exhibiting675

higher values of SNR [6]676

DA =
σA

mA
(15)

where mA and σA refer to as the mean and the standard677

deviation of the amplitude temporal evolution, respectively.678

Under this approach, the phase standard deviation is propor-679

tional to the DA index for high values of SNR. This technique680

looks for the so-called permanent scatterers (PS), which behave681

as deterministic point-like scatterers along the whole stack of682

SAR images and, theoretically, are not affected by decorrela-683

tion sources. Typically, those targets characterized by having a684

DA lower than 0.25 are selected as reliable for the later PSI685

processing [6].686

Finally, a new estimator to evaluate the pixels’ phase qual-687

ity, referred to as temporal sublook coherence (TSC), has688

been recently presented in [53] showing promising results for689

PSI applications. The nature of this estimator, which is based690

on exploiting the spectral properties of point-like scatterers691

through the coherence evaluation of different sublooks of the692

image spectrum, also allows the detection of the deterministic693

point-like scatters available in the area of interest. In contrast694

to the PS approach, this method is not affected by amplitude695

fluctuations and hence does not require any radiometric calibra-696

tion. In addition, it provides a good tradeoff between preserving697

the spatial resolution of interferograms and performing reliable698

estimations of phase statistics when the number of SAR images699

is low.700

During the last years, the CPT has been accordingly adapted 701

to work with all these approaches. The choice of the pixel 702

selection method depends on the intrinsic characteristics of the 703

targets within the area of study and on the number of SAR 704

acquisitions available. On the one hand, the coherence stability 705

pixel selection criterion performs better under natural scenar- 706

ios with predominance of distributed scatterers. This approach 707

ensures reliable terrain displacement estimations, even when 708

few numbers of interferograms are available. On the other hand, 709

the DA or the TSC pixel selection criteria performs better under 710

urban areas with predominance of deterministic point-like scat- 711

terers, which are not affected by speckle noise. These two 712

methods preserve the full-resolution of the images and are is 713

usually applied over scenarios with predominance of man-made 714

structures. Contrarily, the coherence stability pixel selection 715

method requires performing a multilook of the interferograms, 716

as seen previously, with its consequent loose of spatial res- 717

olution. The main limitation of the DA approach is that it 718

requires larger numbers of images to be reliable, typically more 719

than 20 [6]. 720

To face temporal decorrelation phenomena and enhance the 721

phase quality of interferograms, the CPT has been recently 722

adapted to work with PolSAR data. Prior the pixel selection 723

step, the processing may be benefited by the exploitation of 724

polarimetric information. In the classical PSI formulation, only 725

a single-polarimetric channel is considered. This means that all 726

pixels involved in the processing belong to the same polari- 727

metric channel. The objective of polarimetric optimization 728

techniques is to enhance the phase quality of interferograms to 729

significantly increase the number of pixel candidates. 730

Some works on polarimetric optimization have been recently 731

developed by the SAR community for PSI purposes. The idea 732

was originally introduced by the RSLab [54], [55] for its 733

use in the data provided by the polarimetric RiskSAR sensor. 734

For the first time, the use of polarimetric SAR Interferoemtry 735

(PolInSAR) techniques for PSI purposes, which have demon- 736

strated to outperform classical single-polarimetric performance, 737

was proposed. The use of PolInSAR algorithms have been also 738

extended and successfully applied to spaceborne data [56]–[58] 739

in the last few years. A complete study of the different polari- 740

metric optimization techniques and its application to PSI has 741

been recently presented in [59]–[61]. 742

Nowadays the RiskSAR processing chain works with the 743

best, sub-optimum scattering mechanism (SOM) [62] and equal 744

scattering mechanism (ESM) [63] polarimetric optimization 745

methods [60]. All these methods are addressed to find a combi- 746

nation of the original polarimetric channels with the objective 747

to optimize the coherence estimator, when multilooked data are 748

employed, and the DA or TSC, when working at full resolution. 749

In the best approach, for each pixel of the image, the polari- 750

metric channel providing the best response in terms of phase 751

quality is selected. Despite the significant improvement in terms 752

of pixels’ density achieved with this method, this strategy 753

does not completely exploit the potentials of polarimetry. The 754

objective of the other two approaches is to find the optimum 755

scattering coefficient (ESM) or the best polarimetric basis trans- 756

formation (SOM), applied along the whole PolSAR data set that 757

maximizes the phase quality [60]. 758
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Regardless of the polarimetric optimization method and own-759

ing to the lack of topographic component in the GB-SAR760

interferometric phase, a single-baseline optimization process761

may be performed for each interferogram independently. In this762

case, the optimization is hence carried out at interferogram level763

with no risk of adding undesired phase terms due to changes in764

the phase centers within the same pixel. In the case of working765

with multibaseline SAR data, a topographic component in the766

differential phase of the interferograms appears. In this case, the767

optimization must be carried out ensuring the same polarimetric768

mechanism for all the data set. Optimizing them independently769

as in the GB-SAR case would lead to changes in the phase cen-770

ters within the same pixel, corrupting the final displacement771

maps retrieved.772

Summarizing, each pair of acquisitions produces three inter-773

ferograms, one per polarimetric channel. After applying any of774

the polarimetric optimization techniques seen above, the three775

interferograms are reduced to a single one with an optimum776

response in terms of phase quality. This process gives place to a777

significant increase in terms of pixel candidates for the later778

processing. Once the interferograms are optimized, classical779

PSI algorithms can be applied to the new stack of optimized780

interferograms, with no practical differences with respect to781

the single-polarimetric case. The best performance in terms782

of pixels’ density and phase quality is reached with the ESM783

approach but it requires the higher computational cost [60].784

B. Triangulation, Minimization, and Integration785

Once the pixel candidates have been selected, the next step786

consists on carrying out a Delaunay triangulation [64]. The787

objective of the triangulation is to work with phase increments788

among pixels instead of absolute phases. This step is also789

important to avoid phase unwrapping at this stage. Assuming790

a high density of pixel candidates (above 104 pixels/km2), the791

phase increments may reasonably be supposed to have a value792

lower than π radians in most of the interferograms. As it will793

be detailed later, the model adjustment is not affected by hav-794

ing wrapped phases in some of the interferograms. When some795

areas do not have the required density or different clusters of796

pixels appear, redundant network strategies may be employed.797

In this case, pixel candidates are connected uniformly in all798

directions up to a maximum number of arcs forming a spi-799

der web-like network, which adds redundancy to the system.800

Finally, since APS change smoothly in space, the possible801

remaining atmospheric artifacts present in the zero-baseline802

interferograms are also minimized thanks to the triangulation.803

When nonzero-baseline interferograms are available, the804

interferometric phase increment Δϕm,n between two con-805

nected points Pm and Pn by the triangulation can be expressed806

for the ith interferogram as the contribution of the following807

terms [4], [38]:808

Δϕm,n (Ti, Bn,i) =
4π

λ
· Ti · (v(xm, ym)− v(xn, yn))

+
4π

λ
· Bn,i

Ri sin θi
· (ε(xm, ym)− ε(xn, yn))

+ Δϕres
m,n (16)

where (xm, ym) and (xn, yn) indicate the coordinates of 809

the nodes forming the arcm,n, v(xm, ym)− v(xn, yn), and 810

ε(xm, ym)− ε(xn, yn) refer to the increment of linear dis- 811

placement rate and topographic error, λ indicates the wave- 812

length, Ti and Bi are the temporal and spatial baselines, 813

respectively, Ri is the sensor to target distance, θi the incidence 814

angle, and Δϕres
m,n account for the atmospheric, nonlinear, and 815

noise components of the phase. 816

As GB-SAR sensors work under a zero-baseline configura- 817

tion, the phase term due to the topographic error component is 818

not necessary. Likewise, there are no APS contributions in the 819

residue since they were compensated previously. The interfer- 820

ometric phase increment expression seen in (16) may hence be 821

simplified in the following way 822

Δϕm,n (Ti) =
4π

λ
· Ti · (v(xm, ym)− v(xn, yn)) + Δϕres

m,n

(17)

where now Δϕres
m,n accounts only for the nonlinear and noise 823

components of the phase. 824

At this point, a linear model Δϕ mod el
m,n is defined for each arc 825

of the triangulation in order to estimate the linear displacement 826

rate of the deformation process 827

Δϕmodel
m,n (Ti) =

4π

λ
· Ti ·Δv (18)

where Δv = v (xm, ym)− v (xn, yn) refers to the increment of 828

linear displacement rate. 829

In order to find Δv for each arc, the defined model is adjusted 830

to the data observations through the minimization of a cost 831

function defined in the complex plane and addressed as model 832

adjustment function (MAF) Γ [4], [38] 833

Γm,n(v) =
2

N · (N − 1)∣∣∣∣∣∣
N ·(N−1)/2∑

i=1

ejΔϕm,n(Ti) − ejΔϕ mod el
m,n (Ti)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (19)

The minimization is carried out using the conjugate gradient 834

method (CGM) [65], and once it is performed for each arc, the 835

result is a set of velocities’ increments for each selected pixel. 836

As the model adjustment is done in the complex plane, with a 837

uniform distribution of temporal baselines, it is not a problem 838

that some of the interferograms of an arc have wrapped phases. 839

At this stage, the MAF is used to estimate the quality of 840

solutions. Γ lies inside the [0, 1] interval. It reaches the maxi- 841

mum value when the linear model perfectly fits the data, and 842

tends to zero in presence of a poor model adjustment. The 843

MAF values for each arc are used to discard pixels with poor 844

adjustment to the linear model. This is mainly produced in 845

those pixels affected by displacements characterized by strong 846

non-linearities. After this process, those pixels which are left 847

isolated are removed as well. Another iteration of the minimiza- 848

tion process is carried out with the surviving arcs. At this point, 849

the absolute values of velocity v for each pixel are calculated 850

through an integration process. As the solution is floating, one 851
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or multiple seeds with known velocities are used as tie points852

during the integration [4], [38].853

It is worth pointing out that the accuracy of the estimated lin-854

ear displacement strongly depends on the density and quality of855

the selected pixels. To face this problem, the CPT algorithm856

includes a multilayer processing [38] to preserve the accu-857

racy of the pixels with the highest quality and benefit those858

with the lowest quality. The method is based on dividing the859

selected pixels in different layers according to their phase qual-860

ity. Beginning with the top layer, the linear block is iteratively861

processed by adding the successive low-quality layers. Once862

the absolute velocity values are obtained from a layer, they are863

fixed and used as seeds in the following successive integration864

processes. With this approach, the density of pixels is largely865

improved but the quality of the PSI results for the best pixels is866

not affected by the low quality ones [38].867

C. Time Series868

The objective of the last step of the CPT algorithm is869

to obtain the nonlinear component of the displacement, also870

known as timeseries.871

For this purpose, the phase component Δϕmodel correspond-872

ing to the linear model calculated above is subtracted from873

the original interferometric phases Δϕ, leading to the so-called874

phase residues Δϕresidue875

Δϕresidue(Ti) = Δϕ(Ti)−Δϕmodel(Ti). (20)

In orbital-based PSI, the residues account for both the nonlin-876

ear component and the atmospheric artifacts. In order to isolate877

both components a common strategy is based on carrying out a878

filtering process, taking advantage of their particular temporal879

and spatial frequency behaviors [51]. A large number of images880

is required to achieve reliable nonlinear estimation processes.881

Contrarily, the residues in the GB-SAR case are only composed882

by the nonlinear displacement term. Since no filtering process883

is required, a reliable estimation of the nonlinear component884

may be achieved, even when a reduced number of images is885

available.886

The following step to obtain the nonlinear contribution of the887

displacement is based on carrying out a temporal phase unwrap-888

ping of the resulting residues. Since these are expected to889

behave smoothly in both the spatial and the temporal domains,890

the phase unwrapping is less complex at this stage. The reason891

is that the linear contribution has been removed and atmo-892

spheric artifacts are expected not to be present in the phase893

residues.894

Once the unwrapping is carried out, it only remains to obtain895

the interferometric phases the phase of each single image of the896

data set897

Δϕresidue(Ti) = ϕresidue(TMi)− ϕresidue(TSi) (21)

where TMi and TSi refer to as the master and slave898

times belonging to the ith interferogram, respectively. These899

unwrapped residues must be reordered in time and added to900

the model for obtaining the complete description of the non-901

linear temporal evolution of the deformation. In this context,902

the single value descomposition (SVD) algorithm is applied to 903

solve this linear system of equations [4], [38]. 904

Finally, the sum of the linear and nonlinear contribution 905

leads to the total displacement evolution or time series of the 906

deformation process. Optionally, time series can be temporally 907

filtered in order to reduce the remaining noise. 908

At this stage, both the linear estimation and the final time 909

series can be geocoded in Universal Traversal Mercator (UTM) 910

coordinates and be visualized by using geographical informa- 911

tion system (GIS) software or a virtual globe viewer. 912

VII. CONCLUSION 913

This paper has focused on both the GB-SAR hardware archi- 914

tecture and the GB-InSAR processing developed at the RSLab 915

during the last years. The objective has been to summarize 916

the key characteristics of these sensors and the processing 917

chain for ground displacement monitoring applications. First, 918

a brief description of the RiskSAR hardware, highlighting the 919

advantages of working with stepped linear frequency mod- 920

ulated continuous wave signals, has been given. Later, the 921

whole GB-InSAR processing chain for PSI has been widely 922

discussed. 923

All the developments described have been focused on the 924

GB-SAR sensor working in a discontinuous operation mode. 925

This may be seen as a generalization of the continuous opera- 926

tion mode but requires a more complex processing chain. 927

The way to obtain a single time-averaged SLC image from 928

each measurement day has initially been described. The main 929

benefit of this approach is the improvement of the SNR of time- 930

stationary targets. Then, the different alternatives to compensate 931

the APS in GB-SAR measurements along both short-term and 932

long-term temporal spans have been discussed. Performing a 933

correct APS estimation and compensation step has been demon- 934

strated to be a key step for correct displacement estimations. 935

The adaptation of the CPT to work with either single- or fully 936

polarimetric zero-baseline data has been also presented. The 937

redundancy provided by the polarimetric data allows to increase 938

the number of pixels with enough phase quality for the inter- 939

ferometric processing. Higher pixel densities also allow better 940

APS estimation and compensation and a better estimation of 941

both the linear and nonlinear terms of deformation. 942

In part II of this paper [39], the hardware and the process- 943

ing chain are applied to two different scenarios: an urban area 944

with mining induced subsidence and a landslide that is being 945

reactivated with periods of strong rainfalls. The processing of 946

the acquired data will shown the capabilities of GB-SAR sen- 947

sors for monitoring different kinds of displacement phenomena. 948

The obtained results will be deeply analyzed, discussed, and 949

validated with ground-truth data. 950
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Abstract—Ground-based synthetic aperture radar (SAR)7
(GB-SAR) sensors represent an effective solution for the monitor-8
ing of ground displacement episodes. Initially, the most GB-SAR9
sensors were based on vector network analyzers (VNA). This type10
of solution, characterized by a slow scanning time comparable11
to the decorrelation of the troposphere medium, compromised12
in many cases the quality of final products for the application13
of persistent scatterer interferomerty (PSI) techniques. The14
development of GB-SAR sensors based on the use of stepped15
linear frequency modulated continuous wave (SLFMCW) signals16
has led to significant improvements during the last years. They17
have allowed fulfilling the need of temporal homogeneity of the18
troposphere during the acquisition time and, moreover, they have19
favored the acquisition of reliable polarimetric SAR (PolSAR)20
measurements without drastically increasing the scanning time.21
This fact has boosted the inclusion of polarimetric SAR interfer-22
ometry (PolInSAR) algorithms in PSI processing chains, which23
are demonstrating to outperform classical single-polarimetric24
performances. The objective of this paper is twofold. On the one25
hand, a general overview of the polarimetric RiskSAR sensor,26
developed by the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), is27
put forward as an example of SLFMCW GB-SAR system imple-28
mentation. On the other hand, a complete theoretical description29
of ground-based SAR (GB-SAR) interferometry (GB-InSAR)30
techniques for PSI purposes is widely discussed. The adaptation of31
the Coherent Pixels Technique to obtain the linear and nonlinear32
components of ground displacement phenomena is proposed. In33
the second part of this paper, the displacement maps and time34
series over two very different scenarios are presented in order to35
show the feasibility of GB-SAR sensors for terrain displacement36
monitoring applications.37

Index Terms—Differential synthetic aperture radar (SAR)38
interferometry (DInSAR), frequency modulated continuous wave39
(FMCW) radar, GB-SAR interferometry (GB-InSAR), ground-40
based SAR (GB-SAR), persistent scatterer interferomerty (PSI),41
polarimetric SAR interferometry (PolInSAR), stepped linear42
FMCW (SLFMCW) radar.43
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I. INTRODUCTION 44

D ATA COLLECTED by spaceborne synthetic aperture 45

radar (SAR) sensors allow obtaining all-weather ter- 46

rain complex reflectivity images, which can be processed by 47

means of differential SAR interferometry (DInSAR) algorithms 48

for the monitoring of complex deformation episodes [1], [2] 49

with millimetric accuracy [3]. DInSAR techniques are based 50

on exploiting the phase-differences, i.e., the interferogram, 51

between multitemporal pairs of single look complex (SLC) 52

SAR acquisitions of the same area of study, to obtain the terrain 53

displacement undergone in the line-of-sight (LOS) direction. 54

This technique has led to the development of persistent scatterer 55

interferomerty (PSI) [4]–[15], in which large multitemporal 56

data sets are employed in order to generate multiple phase 57

relationships between the SAR acquisitions available. PSI tech- 58

niques allow the estimation of both the linear and the nonlinear 59

component of terrain displacements, as well as the atmospheric 60

phase screen (APS) for each acquisition. 61

During the last decade, PSI techniques applied over space- 62

borne data have proven to be a useful solution to carry out the 63

geophysical interpretation of several subsidence phenomena, 64

especially when large scale areas of observation are required. 65

Contrarily, when high flexibility in terms of revisiting-time 66

is required or the sensor orientation needs to be fitted to the 67

specific characteristics of the area under study, spaceborne 68

solutions present several limitations, which compromise the 69

applicability of PSI techniques. 70

In order to overcome these limitations, the research activ- 71

ity of several groups has been addressed to the development 72

of ground-based SAR (GB-SAR) sensors. Easy to deploy and 73

cheaper if compared with spaceborne solutions, GB-SAR sen- 74

sors are a potential alternative ideal for the monitoring of 75

small-scale areas. The high stability of the sensor platform and 76

its flexibility in terms of revisiting-time make these systems an 77

excellent option to detect small changes within the area of inter- 78

est with a high temporal resolution of up to few minutes or even 79

seconds. Moreover, the chances to fit the illumination angle to 80

maximize the detection of LOS displacements allow overcom- 81

ing the intrinsic limitations of spaceborne solutions which are 82

constrained by the orbit geometry. 83

The first paper about GB-SAR inferometry (GB-InSAR) 84

date from 1999 [16], [17]. For the first time, the potentials 85

of terrestrial SAR sensors in the field of civil engineering 86

1939-1404 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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were demonstrated studying the displacements of a dam. The87

equipment employed at that time consisted of a radar-based88

on a vector network analyzer (VNA) architecture, a coherent89

transmitting–receiving setup, a mechanical guide and a PC to90

control the data acquisition process. Some years later, in 2003,91

the company Ellegi-LiSALab obtained a license to exploit this92

technology from Joint Research Center (JCR). This first sys-93

tem intended for commercial exploitation was called linear94

SAR (LiSA). At this time, VNA solutions based on the lin-95

ear frequency sweeping of transmitted signals presented a high96

flexibility in the generation of tones and the opportunity to97

assemble GB-SAR systems with simple electronic hardware.98

Advanced versions based on this setup followed with the objec-99

tive of improving the stability and bandwidth capabilities of100

GB-SAR sensors [18]–[26]. Among all these sensors, the IBIS-101

L/M provided by the Italian company Ingegneria Dei Sistemi102

(IDS) has demonstrated to be a powerful and versatile steepest103

frequency continuous wave (SFCW) radar, which has shown its104

usefulness in a large number of applications [27]–[31]. Today,105

it is considered the most popular commercial GB-SAR sensor.106

Despite the popularity reached by VNA-based GB-SAR107

solutions, during the last decade, this radar architecture is being108

replaced by specifically developed prototypes based on the use109

of high rate steepest linear frequency modulated continuous110

wave (SLFMCW) signals [32]. In contrast to VNA-based solu-111

tions, SLFMCW GB-SAR sensors are able to perform faster112

scans, reducing the scanning one order of magnitude (from 10113

to 1 min). This has allowed not only to minimize the impact114

of troposphere disturbances but also to reduce the amplitude115

and phase distortions due to target instabilities during the scan-116

ning time. Faster scans have led to significant improvements in117

GB-InSAR performance for the monitoring of ground displace-118

ments with PSI techniques. This is the case of the polarimetric119

RiskSAR sensor, which is under continuous development at120

Remote Sensing Laboratory (RSLab) of Universitat Politècnica121

de Catalunya (UPC) since 2004 [32]–[34].122

Finally, new promising prototypes have been proposed in123

these last few years. On the one hand, the company Gamma124

Remote Sensing has presented a real aperture radar (RAR) sen-125

sor that is demonstrating similar monitoring performances [35]126

compared with SAR-based solutions. On the other hand, the127

company MetaSensing has recently introduced the FastGBSAR128

concept based on applying airborne SLFMCW SAR technol-129

ogy on terrestrial SAR sensors, which allows fast scans up to130

4 s [36]. Another example of very fast GB-SAR sensors is the131

one developed by the Institute for Radiophysics and Electronics132

from the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (NASU),133

which is based on noise radar technology [37].134

This paper is based on describing the last developments in135

the hardware and in the GB-InSAR processing chain of the136

polarimetric RiskSAR sensor. The work presented is focused137

on the sensor working in a discontinuous monitoring mode,138

i.e., the area of interest is revisited at different measurement139

days. First, the way of obtaining a time-averaged SLC image140

from each measurement day is put forward. Then, the different141

alternatives to compensate the impact of atmospheric artifacts142

among the different time-averaged acquisitions are widely dis-143

cussed. This step is mandatory to reduce the impact of the144

atmospheric artifacts in the displacement map estimations, most 145

noticeable on the deformation time-series. Finally, the adapta- 146

tion of Coherent Pixels Technique (CPT) [4], [38] to work with 147

zero-baseline GB-SAR data is presented. The way of exploiting 148

the capabilities of polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) data if available 149

is also discussed along the whole processing chain. 150

The second part of this paper [39] is focused on the practical 151

side of the techniques presented in this paper. Results obtained 152

from RiskSAR data over two different scenarios with different 153

displacement phenomena are presented and deeply discussed, 154

pointing out the key measuring and processing particularities 155

for each case. 156

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a hard- 157

ware description of the RiskSAR sensor, highlighting the main 158

advantages of the SLFMCW radar philosophy. In Section III, 159

the different operation modes, which constrain the GB-InSAR 160

processing, are briefly reviewed. Sections IV–VI present the 161

whole processing chain for ground displacement monitoring 162

with focus in the discontinuous operation mode. The main 163

conclusion and major remarks of the manuscript are given in 164

Section VII. 165

II. RISKSAR SENSOR 166

A. Radar Architecture 167

The RiskSAR sensor [32]–[34] is a transmitter–receiver 168

instrument that generates an SLFMCW waveform with a digital 169

direct synthesizer (DDS). The continuous wave operation mode 170

significantly simplifies the system architecture with respect to 171

pulsed radars. This radar architecture is based on the use of 172

commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components in the radio fre- 173

quency (RF), intermediate frequency (IF), control and data 174

storage sections. The output signal of the DDS is filtered 175

in order to reduce nondesired harmonics and spurious. A 176

first up-conversion to L-band is done by means of a mixer. 177

An active multiplier performs the second and last frequency 178

up-conversion. 179

Regarding receiver unit, it consists of a low-noise chain with 180

a direct phase quadrature I/Q Zero-IF demodulator, where a 181

sample of the transmitted signal is used as a local oscillator. 182

A high-pass filter is included in the video amplifier, which 183

ensures that the dynamic range of the base-band signal is 184

properly compressed and compensated. 185

The base-band signal acquisition is performed with a com- 186

mercial National Instruments (NI) PXI data acquisition (DAQ) 187

device with two 14-bits channels, each with a sampling capacity 188

up to 100 Ms/s and 512 MB memory depth, which is controlled 189

by a computer. The phase and quadrature I/Q base-band signals 190

are synchronously digitized using trigger and clock references 191

that are coherently generated in the frequency generation unit. 192

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the RiskSAR sensor. 193

B. System Description 194

The polarimetric RiskSAR sensor is able to work at C-, X-, 195

and Ku-bands. It employs a radar system featuring four lin- 196

early polarized pyramidal horn antennas for the acquisition 197

of zero-baseline PolSAR collections. The pyramidal shape of 198
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the RiskSAR internal architecture.F1:1

Fig. 2. Layout of the X-band horn antennas mounted on the polarimetric
interferometric front-end of the RiskSAR system. TX0(v, h) refers to the hor-
izontal and vertical polarization transmitting antennas, RX0(v, h) refers to
the receiving zero-baseline antennas, and RXI(v, h) refers to the receiving
interferometric antennas.

F2:1
F2:2
F2:3
F2:4
F2:5

the antennas allows reaching high directivities with manage-199

able antenna sizes. In addition, this type of antennas fulfills200

the polarimetric purity requirements needed in PolSAR data201

applications. In this framework, two horn antennas are used for202

transmitting in horizontal and vertical polarization TX0(v, h),203

and two more for the zero-baseline signal reception RX0(v, h)204

(see Fig. 2). PolSAR data are acquired by switching among the205

selected combinations of transmitting and receiving antennas.206

Optionally, when nonzero-baseline fully polarimetric interfer-207

ometric measurements are required, two extra antennas can be208

mounted RXI(v, h) (see Fig. 2). The position of these two last209

horns is not fixed and they should be adapted to the sensitivity210

required for the interferometric measurement.211

The entire radar-and-antennas assembly is mounted on a lin-212

ear rail of 2 m length. Each scan takes at C- and X-bands213

approximately 1 min when the sensor is working in single-214

polarization mode, whereas 2.5 min are required for the acqui-215

sition of full-polarization data. At Ku-band, the scanning time216

increases to 2 min for the acquisition of single-polarization data217

and 5 min for the full-polarization case. Table I summarizes the218

main specifications of the system for each band.219

RiskSAR measurements are typically carried out at X-band.220

Working at X-band, the RiskSAR sensor employs a carrier221

TABLE I T1:1
RISKSAR SETTING PARAMETERS T1:2

frequency of 9.65 GHz and transmits a bandwidth of 120 MHz. 222

This frequency, which favors working with higher bandwidths 223

with respect to lower bands, provides a good tradeoff to 224

achieve high spatial resolution SLC images and compensable 225

APS during interferograms exploitation. On the one hand, the 226

high-resolution capabilities at X-band give place to a signif- 227

icant improvement in terms of pixels selected with respect 228

to C- or L- bands. The possibility of GB-SAR sensors to 229

reduce the revisiting-time, to carry out even a continuous 230

monitoring, compensates the impact of the major decorrela- 231

tion phenomena expected at X-band. On the other hand, the 232

effect of APS is lower than the one produced at Ku-band. The 233

range resolution of the RiskSAR sensor working at X-band 234

is 1.25 m. 235

Finally, as it happens in all GB-SAR systems available, there 236

is a restriction in the cross-range resolution related with the 237

limited length of the aperture. This is translated into a signif- 238

icant degradation of the cross-range resolution compared with 239

either space- or airborne SAR systems. In fact, all GB-SAR 240

sensors behave as RAR, in which the cross-range resolution is 241

not constant along range. Considering a 2-m aperture length the 242

angular cross-range resolution is on the order of 10 milliradians 243

at X-band. This means that resolution ranges from 0.75 m at 244

near range up to roughly 5 m at a far range of 1500 m. A plot of 245

a typical measurement setup used in the RiskSAR campaigns is 246

shown in Fig. 3. 247
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Fig. 3. Sketch of the RiskSAR measurement setup.F3:1

III. GB-SAR OPERATIONS MODES248

A. GB-SAR Limitations249

Once a specific area is selected to be monitored, two differ-250

ent modus operandi, referred in the following to as continuous251

and discontinuous operation modes, shall be considered. This252

choice will directly impact in the later data processing and253

may compromise the reliability of the displacement maps254

estimations.255

The continuous operation mode relies on leaving the instru-256

ment fixed on the same site during the whole period of mea-257

surements, thus performing repetitive and continuous scans of258

the area of interest. One of the main advantages of employ-259

ing GB-SAR sensors is that the radar system can remain in260

the same spatial position in order to keep the same geometri-261

cal path between the different acquisitions. When a continuous262

monitoring is not required and the temporal span between263

subsequent acquisitions becomes long, the GB-SAR system,264

including the mechanical frame, may be mounted and dis-265

mounted in each measurement campaign. This modus operandi266

is referred to as discontinuous monitoring. In that case, the267

repositioning of the sensor may be subject to human errors268

and may introduce geometric decorrelation, which affects the269

coherence along the multitemporal data set [29]. A careful270

repositioning strategy, carried out through the use of precise271

mechanical positioning structures, is mandatory to ensure a272

millimetric accuracy and avoid the later registration of data.273

Indeed, the accuracy required in the repositioning is related274

to the band employed. The larger the carrier frequency the275

better the accuracy required. It must be pointed out that276

errors related with bad repositioning are usually nonnegligi-277

ble, especially when the GB-SAR location is fixed using some278

marks [29].279

The choice of the modus operandi typically corresponds280

to the most efficient and less-costly solution to overcome281

GB-InSAR limitations. These limitations depend on the282

characteristics of the area under study and on the dynamics of 283

the deformation process. They may be summarized as follows. 284284

1) GB-InSAR techniques require a dense network of high- 285

quality pixels along the whole period of observation to 286

get reliable results. In this context, temporal decorrela- 287

tion phenomenon is the main source of phase quality 288

degradation. It is more noticeable over vegetated areas. 289

Decreasing the temporal span between consecutive acqui- 290

sitions reduces the temporal decorrelation in the interfer- 291

ograms and leads to a more dense network of high-quality 292

scatterers. 293

2) The second critical limitation corresponds to the alias- 294

ing effect due to the phase wrapping inherent to the 295

interferometric phase. Phase differences are characterized 296

by varying between [−π, π]. A temporal displacement 297

undergone may hence be unambiguously estimated when 298

the relative displacement produced between consecutive 299

acquisitions leads to absolute phase differences lower 300

than π radians. At X-band, it corresponds to a relative 301

displacement of roughly 8 mm. 302

3) Finally, the effect of atmospheric artifacts on measures 303

also plays an important role. Scenarios characterized by 304

having hard atmospheric conditions lead to strong dis- 305

tortions in phase differences along time. Under those 306

conditions, the APS compensation process in presence of 307

large temporal spans is complex, or sometimes impossible 308

to fulfill, leading to significant errors in the final estimated 309

displacement maps. 310

An adequate operation mode should hence be selected in 311

order to ensure a dense enough coherent pixels network, avoid 312

phase unwrapping ambiguities, and minimize the effect of APS. 313

B. Continuous Operation Mode 314

The continuous operation mode is typically employed when 315

fast displacements are expected in order to avoid ambiguous 316

measurements when interferometric phase wraps. In such cases, 317

temporal decorrelation is minimized, especially when work- 318

ing over vegetated areas. Moreover, this operation mode allows 319

GB-SAR sensors to potentially work as an early warning sys- 320

tem (EWS) under some special conditions, as seen below. The 321

ability of GB-SAR sensors to perform repetitive and continu- 322

ous scans makes them an ideal solution to face urban risk of 323

collapse or geohazard mitigation when other strategies, such as 324

orbital-based PSI, are insufficient. 325

The absolute phase ϕn(t) from a nth target, illuminated 326

with a monochromatic wave traveling at the speed of light c, 327

at the frequency fc, in a certain instant t, is characterized by 328

its own backscattering phase ϕ0, by the two-way propagation 329

delay term proportional to the zero-doppler range distance rn 330

between the target and the sensor, and by a phase contribution 331

referred to as the atmospheric artifacts ϕn,APS(t) 332

ϕn(t) = ϕ0 +
4πfc rn

c
+ ϕn,APS(t). (1)

Contrarily to the spaceborne case, in which the spatial base- 333

line changes from acquisition to acquisition since the scene is 334

seen from slightly different points of view, the GB-SAR case 335
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Fig. 4. GB-InSAR-PSI processing considering a discontinuous monitoring
formed by N generic measurement days composed by Mi GB-SAR images
in each one.

F4:1
F4:2
F4:3

is characterized by acquiring images always from exactly the336

same position. In such a case, there is not any topographic337

contribution in the interferometric phase.338

When monitoring small-scale phenomena at low-low range339

distances (<500m) under stable APS conditions, the term340

ϕn,APS may be neglected. Under these conditions, the interfer-341

ometric phase Δϕn of interferograms can be directly related342

with the terrain displacement produced between times t1 and t2343

in the LOS direction344

Δϕn(t1, t2) = ϕn(t2)− ϕn(t1) =
4πfc
c

·Δrn (2)

where Δrn indicates the physical displacement of the nth tar-345

get in LOS, thus demonstrating that GB-SAR sensors may346

potentially work as EWS. The processing required for this case347

is typically carried out through a direct integration of phase-348

differences between consecutive acquisitions. When the APS is349

not negligible, it must be compensated for before carrying out350

one of the methods proposed in the following section.351

Despite the clear advantages of this configuration mode in352

terms of complexity, it also entails some drawbacks. The most353

important one is the loss of availability of the instrument since354

it is intrinsically blocked to its application in a single scenario,355

with the increase in the cost of operation. For this reason, this356

modus operandi seems clearly inefficient when there is no need357

to perform a continuous monitoring.358

C. Discontinuous Operation Mode359

Under the discontinuous operation mode, the GB-SAR sen-360

sor is not blocked, allowing a more effective use of the instru-361

ment for the simultaneous monitoring of different scenarios.362

The maintenance cost and the chance of damages of an unat-363

tended the system are also drastically reduced. This operation364

Fig. 5. Short-term processing (STP) chain for the focusing, estimation of the
short-term APS artifacts, polarimetric calibration, and temporal averaging of a
generic daily data set collection i.

F5:1
F5:2
F5:3

mode is typically employed for the monitoring of slow-rate dis- 365

placement phenomena, where a continuous monitoring results 366

clearly inefficient. Nonetheless, the non accomplishment of 367

the hypothesis of negligible atmospheric artifacts, jointly with 368

the larger temporal decorrelation phenomena expected, make 369

the processing chain more complex than before. 370

Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of the RSLab’s GB-InSAR pro- 371

cessing chain considering a discontinuous monitoring formed 372

by N generic acquisition dates, composed by Mi images 373

acquired in each one, with 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Each block of this 374

flowchart is discussed in detail hereinafter. 375

IV. SHORT-TERM PROCESSING 376

As seen in the previous section, under the discontinuous 377

operation mode the area of interest is revisited along N differ- 378

ent measurement days with a certain temporal span. In order to 379

improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of time-stationary tar- 380

gets, instead of making a single measure, several acquisitions 381

Mi are carried out in each measurement day i. Summarizing, 382

a total of N daily data sets, each one composed by Mi 383

zero-baseline GB-SAR raw images, are available. 384

The objective of the STP block, see Fig. 5, is to obtain a SNR 385

improved time-averaged SLC image from each daily data set i. 386

The first step of the STP block consists of focusing the 387

raw images available for each measurement day. This step 388

requires the range and azimuth compression of the data. Since 389

the RiskSAR sensor is based on an SLFMCW radar [32]–[34], 390

the range compression can be performed through a simple FFT 391

of the time-domain deramped received signal. Since the cross- 392

range resolution is not constant due to the limited length of the 393

synthetic aperture, the back-projection technique proved to be 394

the most suitable for the azimuth focusing [40]. 395

Once all the images are focused, and before obtaining the 396

time-averaged SLC image for each daily data set, an appropriate 397
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APS estimation and compensation [18], [41], [42] needs to be398

carried out if the instrument is operating under one of these399

conditions.400400

1) The illuminated area is characterized by large range401

distances (>1000 m) yielding to nonstationary APS402

conditions.403

2) The temporal baseline between consecutive acquisitions404

is large enough to introduce significant atmospheric dis-405

turbances along the same daily data set. This temporal406

baseline may be on the order of several minutes or up407

to few seconds, depending on the characteristics and408

extension of the monitored area.409

3) The APS does not remain stable due to boundary con-410

ditions. This occurs, i.e., when measures are carried411

out during dawn or sunset, even in small-scale areas of412

observation, or when the instrument is operating over413

mountainous environments, which are characterized by414

changing atmospheric conditions highly dynamic along415

the temporal axis.416

Several studies presented in the last few years have been417

focused on estimating APS in GB-SAR measurements. They418

can divided in three main categories.419419

1) Some solutions are based on modeling the APS over the420

stable permanent scatterers (PSs) [22] or high-coherence421

points [41], [43] with no external sources of information.422

2) Other solutions are based on obtaining APS dynamics423

from known motionless ground control points (GCP)424

[18], through the exploitation of available a priori knowl-425

edge of the area of interest.426

3) Finally, some solutions are based on on-site mete-427

orological information obtained over the monitored428

area [42].429

From all these methods, model-based solutions proved to be430

very effective both in terms of complexity and its capacity to431

reach good results with no extra meteorological data or selec-432

tion of stable GCPs over the area of interest. This is the solution433

implemented in the RiskSAR processing chain.434

Model-based solutions explain the physical presence of APS435

through the modulation of the electromagnetic (EM) wave’s436

velocity from the refractivity index N . With GB-SAR sen-437

sors, the medium to consider is the troposphere and N strictly438

depends on the atmospheric parameters of temperature, pres-439

sure, and humidity [44]. Under this approximation, ϕn,APS(t)440

is obtained from the integration of the refractivity function N441

along the path L, which links the radar to the target [43]442

ϕn,APS(t) = 10−6 · 4πfc
c

∫
L

N( �rn, t)dl. (3)

At this point, two different scenarios shall be considered to443

fix the model.444444

1) In the presence of soft topography, for instance, in urban445

areas, a constant refractivity index N for the whole scene446

[41] is supposed. When this assumption of atmosphere447

spatial homogeneity is fulfilled, the projection of the448

high-coherence phase-differences onto the range direc-449

tion exhibits a linear behavior. Hence, the atmospheric450

phase contribution, considering different atmospheric451

conditions at times t1 and t2, is computed through the 452

estimation of a simple phase-ramp, which is theoretically 453

described by a slope coefficient [41] as it is illustrated in 454

the following expression 455

Δ̂ϕn,APS(t1, t2) = ϕn,APS(t2)− ϕn,APS(t1)

= 10−6 · 4πfcrn
c

· (N(t2)−N(t1))

= 10−6 · 4πfcrn
c

·ΔN. (4)

2) Recent studies demonstrate that linear-model-based solu- 456

tions fail over mountainous regions in presence of 457

steep topography [43], [45], [46]. In these areas, high- 458

atmospheric disturbances, deeply correlated with the 459

topography and highly dynamic in time, are present. For 460

this reason, a generalization of the linear method seen 461

above, and recently presented in [43], has been imple- 462

mented in the RiskSAR processing chain. The spatial 463

homogeneity assumption adopted in [41] is not fulfilled 464

over this type of scenarios, where large variations in 465

temperature, pressure, and humidity linked to height dif- 466

ferences may be appreciated along the scene. Under these 467

conditions, the distribution of the refractivity index N 468

through the whole troposphere is modeled as a multilayer 469

medium [44] 470

N(h) = NS · e−αh (5)

where h refers to as the height above the ground, NS is 471

the surface value of the refractivity index, and α accounts 472

for the inverse of a height scale factor in km−1. 473

For small-scale scenarios, the refractivity index can be 474

linearized with the first two terms of its Taylor series 475

expansion [43] 476

N(h) = NS −NS · α · h = NS +N1 · h. (6)

The absolute delay of the backscattered wave at each 477

range distance will have now a term related with the 478

range distance, as in the previous case, but also a second- 479

order one depending on the product of range distance by 480

height [43] 481

Δ̂ϕn,APS(t1, t2) = β1 · rn + β2 · hn · rn (7)

where β1 and β2 are defined as 482

β1 =
4πfc
c

· 10−6 ·ΔNR(t1, t2)

β2 =
2πfc
c

· 10−6 ·ΔN1(t1, t2) (8)

and NR is the refractivity index at the radar height. 483

Using an external digital elevation model (DEM), and 484

solving a multiple linear regression (MLR) equation sys- 485

tem [43], the APS can be estimated. 486

Once a model solution is selected depending on the scenario 487

images must be compensated for. Since images belonging to 488

the same daily data set are characterized by having a short 489
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temporal span and the displacement rate is supposed to be490

low, no displacements are expected to occur in a day. This491

means that the interferometric phase information is totally free492

of any deformation contribution. Under this assumption, the493

APS compensation technique may be carried out over all the494

high-coherence points of the scene. Typical values consist on495

selecting those points with coherences values over 0.9− 0.95496

using a 9× 9 multilook. The procedure to obtain the com-497

pensated phase ϕn,comp is based on selecting a reference SLC498

image, referred to as master (at instant tM ), and then the rest of499

Mi − 1 SLC images, referred to as slaves (at instants tS), are500

compensated with respect to the selected master with one of the501

model-based approaches presented before502

ϕn,comp(tS) = arg
(
ejϕn(tS) · e−ĵΔϕn,APS(tM ,tS)

)
. (9)

In the particular case of working with PolSAR data, a503

polarimetric calibration process is mandatory after the APS504

compensation process. This calibration is typically performed505

using a corner reflector, characterized by having a strong copo-506

lar response, and a cross-polar point-like target located at the507

near range [47], [48].508

Once the APS phase term is removed from all the SLCs and509

data are properly calibrated, the SNR is improved performing510

a coherent sum of the whole daily data set. Since the coherent511

averaging is carried out along the temporal domain, the spatial512

resolution of the original images is preserved.513

V. LONG-TERM PROCESSING514

The objective of this second block, referred to as long-515

term processing (LTP), is to compensate the impact of the516

larger atmospheric artifacts among the N different daily time-517

averaged images obtained in the previous STP step. In addition518

and to cope with the more noticeable temporal decorrelation, it519

also tries to maximize the number of scatterers with good phase520

quality along time that reverts in a better APS compensation.521

Fig. 6 shows the block diagram of the LTP block.522

Compared with the previous STP block, the APS compen-523

sation and estimation process become now more complex.524

Indeed, the temporal baseline between the N different time-525

averaged images is now larger and the interferograms may now526

be affected by displacements. In order to avoid a corrupted527

estimation of the APS, only the motion-less points of stable528

areas should be used. For this reason, an a priori knowledge529

of the area of interest is needed in order to help identify-530

ing stable areas. This information can be obtained in the field531

with conventional techniques and devices, such as leveling,532

inclinometers, extensometers, or piezometers.533

Moreover, the larger temporal spans among images increase534

the chances of temporal decorrelation, especially in vegetated535

areas, and reduce the number of pixels useful for interfero-536

metric processing. This fact may compromise the estimation of537

the APS.538

In this framework, a new strategy to improve the APS539

estimation and compensation process that makes use of the540

shortest temporal baselines available is proposed. Following541

the previous argument, a basis of N − 1 compensation542

Fig. 6. Long-term processing (LTP) chain for the phase unwrapping, estimation
of the long-term APS artifacts, and interferogram generation.

F6:1
F6:2

functions F between consecutive daily temporal-averaged 543

images is employed. This strategy minimizes the loss of 544

coherence [34], [43] 545

F (i, i+ 1) = ej
̂Δϕ

APS(i,i+1)
(10)

where Δ̂ϕAPS(i, i+ 1) refers to the model-based estimated 546

APS for the consecutive measurements days i and i+ 1. 547

Under this formulation, the compensating function F (k, l) 548

corresponding to the long-term interferogram computed from 549

a pair of nonconsecutive daily temporal-averaged images k 550

and l can be calculated by multiplying the basis compensation 551

functions from the measurement days from k to l as follows 552

[34], [43]: 553

F (k, l) =
l−1∏
j=k

F (i, i+ 1). (11)

Consequently, the APS-free compensated interferometric 554

phase Δϕcomp(k, l) can be obtained using the compensating 555

function calculated previously as follows: 556

Δϕcomp(k, l) = arg (Sk · S∗
l · F ∗(k, l)) (12)

where Sk and Sl refer to the complex values from the same 557

pixels in the first and in the second image that form the inter- 558

ferogram, respectively, and ∗ indicates the complex conjugate 559

operator. 560

Furthermore, the use of PolSAR data has been recently pro- 561

posed, as an additional and complementary strategy, to increase 562

the quality and number of pixels during the APS estimation 563

process [43]. The atmospheric behavior is independent of the 564
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EM wave polarization at X-, C,- and Ku-bands. The rationale565

is to select for each interferogram the polarimetric channel pro-566

viding the highest value of coherence [43]. The original three567

single-polarimetric interferograms are hence reduced to an opti-568

mized single one that provides the best response in terms of569

coherence.570

It must be pointed out that prior the APS compensation571

step, all interferograms must be spatially unwrapped in order572

to carry out a correct fitting of the model. In this context,573

some unwrapping errors may appear if the terrain is complex574

or the illuminated area covers large-range distances. In order575

to face this problem, an outlier rejection process is proposed576

[43]. First, all the pixels fulfilling the high-coherence require-577

ment (γ > 0.9− 0.95) are used for a rough estimation of the578

model parameters. Once the model is estimated, these points579

are employed for the calculation of the standard deviation of580

the fitting error S. All the points accounting for a distance581

between the model and the interferometric phase greater than582

S are removed. The objective is twofold. On the one hand,583

this condition is imposed to prevent the inclusion of phase-584

instable scattererers during the estimation process. On the other585

hand, the phases affected by unwrapping errors, which are not586

expected to fit the APS model, are also removed. A better587

estimation of the APS is finally achieved by carrying out a sec-588

ond estimation using the remaining trustworthy pixels free of589

outliers and unwrapping errors.590

Finally, it is worth mentioning that GB-SAR acquisitions591

over urban environments are typically characterized by high-592

reflectivity fluctuations induced by human activities [49]. If593

PolSAR data are available, the method proposed in [50] may594

be applied in order to improve even more the GB-InSAR595

processing. This method consists on an improved short-term596

filtering technique based on the detection of stable long-term597

Pauli-based polarimetric patterns [34]. In essence, a short-term598

filtering for the generation of the time-averaged SLC images599

is carried out by detecting the long-term polarimetric behav-600

iors at pixel level providing the highest number of samples601

for each measurement day. In this work, a new concept of602

polarimetric entropy in time is also put forward to assess the603

benefits of the proposed technique with respect to the full604

short-term averaging process typically applied to distributed605

scattereres in natural environments [50]. On the one hand, this606

technique may be employed in order to obtain an improved607

time-averaged SLC image from each daily data set taking into608

account the polarimetric stability of point-like scatterers dur-609

ing the STP block. On the other hand, the higher quality of the610

time-averaged pixels is likely to lead to an improved long-term611

APS estimation.612

VI. ZERO-BASELINE COHERENT PIXEL TECHNIQUE613

Once the effects of the atmospheric artifacts have been com-614

pensated for, advanced PSI techniques may be adapted to work615

with the resulting zero-baseline APS-free interferograms gen-616

erated in the previous steps. Among the multiple advanced PSI617

techniques developed by the remote sensing community dur-618

ing the last decade [4]–[15], the RiskSAR processing chain619

employs the CPT [4], [38].620

Fig. 7. Zero-baseline CPT processing chain. F7:1

This technique has been widely employed in the last years for 621

the monitoring of several ground displacement episodes, using 622

SAR data collected by spaceborne sensors, allowing the esti- 623

mation of the linear and nonlinear components of displacement, 624

the topographic error of the DEM used in the generation of the 625

differential interferograms and the APS from a multitemporal 626

set of differential interferograms [4], [38]. 627

This section presents the adaptation of the CPT technique 628

to work with zero-baseline fully-polarimetric GB-SAR data, 629

highlighting the latest developments included. Fig. 7 shows the 630

block diagram of the zero-baseline CPT. 631

A. Pixel Selection and Polarimetric Optimization 632

The reliability of any PSI technique is compromised by the 633

phase quality of the interferograms involved in the process- 634

ing. Mainly due to temporal decorrelation phenomena, only a 635

limited number of pixels have enough phase quality for its reli- 636

able PSI processing. For this reason, prior to the application of 637

any PSI technique, an adequate selection of high-quality pixel 638

candidates is mandatory. 639

Two main criteria are available in the literature for the esti- 640

mation of the pixels’ phase quality: the coherence stability [4], 641

[12] and the amplitude dispersion [6]. 642

In the former approach, the interferometric phase quality 643

of each pixel is estimated, through the calculation of the 644

interferometric coherence [51] 645

γ = |γ| ejϕ =
E {S1 · S∗

2}√
E
{
|S1|2

}
·
{
|S2|2

} (13)

where S1 and S2 are the complex values corresponding to the 646

same pixel of the acquisitions forming an interferogram, |·| 647

indicates the absolute value operator, and E {·} refers to as 648

the expectation value. In practice, considering locally stationary 649
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processes and under the assumption of ergodicity, the expecta-650

tion operator is replaced by a spatial averaging around the pixel651

of interest, i.e., the multilook, to obtain the maximum likelihood652

estimator of the coherence γ̂ [52].653

There is a direct relationship between coherence values and654

the standard deviation of interferometric phases [51], [52].655

Coherence values range between 0 and 1, attending these val-656

ues to the limit situations of totally uncorrelated and correlated657

data, respectively. Typically, those targets characterized by hav-658

ing coherence values greater than a certain threshold of quality659

(typically 0.6−0.8 depending on the multilook employed) in a660

large number of interferograms are selected as reliable for the661

later PSI processing [51].662

Another approach to obtain temporal sensitivity along the663

whole stack of Nint interferograms consists on carrying out a664

temporal-average γ̂t of the interferometric coherences γ̂665

|γ̂t| = 2

N(N − 1)

Nint∑
i=1

|γ̂| . (14)

Again, a minimum threshold of mean coherence is fixed666

and only those pixels presenting coherence values above this667

established threshold are selected for the later PSI processing.668

The coherence stability approach is more suited for selecting669

distributed scatterers, however, it also performs well for the670

selection of deterministic ones, especially when working at671

high frequencies such as X- or Ku-band.672

The later approach is more suited for the selection of point-673

like scatterers. In this case, the phase stability of pixels is674

estimated through their (DA) index in those pixels exhibiting675

higher values of SNR [6]676

DA =
σA

mA
(15)

where mA and σA refer to as the mean and the standard677

deviation of the amplitude temporal evolution, respectively.678

Under this approach, the phase standard deviation is propor-679

tional to the DA index for high values of SNR. This technique680

looks for the so-called permanent scatterers (PS), which behave681

as deterministic point-like scatterers along the whole stack of682

SAR images and, theoretically, are not affected by decorrela-683

tion sources. Typically, those targets characterized by having a684

DA lower than 0.25 are selected as reliable for the later PSI685

processing [6].686

Finally, a new estimator to evaluate the pixels’ phase qual-687

ity, referred to as temporal sublook coherence (TSC), has688

been recently presented in [53] showing promising results for689

PSI applications. The nature of this estimator, which is based690

on exploiting the spectral properties of point-like scatterers691

through the coherence evaluation of different sublooks of the692

image spectrum, also allows the detection of the deterministic693

point-like scatters available in the area of interest. In contrast694

to the PS approach, this method is not affected by amplitude695

fluctuations and hence does not require any radiometric calibra-696

tion. In addition, it provides a good tradeoff between preserving697

the spatial resolution of interferograms and performing reliable698

estimations of phase statistics when the number of SAR images699

is low.700

During the last years, the CPT has been accordingly adapted 701

to work with all these approaches. The choice of the pixel 702

selection method depends on the intrinsic characteristics of the 703

targets within the area of study and on the number of SAR 704

acquisitions available. On the one hand, the coherence stability 705

pixel selection criterion performs better under natural scenar- 706

ios with predominance of distributed scatterers. This approach 707

ensures reliable terrain displacement estimations, even when 708

few numbers of interferograms are available. On the other hand, 709

the DA or the TSC pixel selection criteria performs better under 710

urban areas with predominance of deterministic point-like scat- 711

terers, which are not affected by speckle noise. These two 712

methods preserve the full-resolution of the images and are is 713

usually applied over scenarios with predominance of man-made 714

structures. Contrarily, the coherence stability pixel selection 715

method requires performing a multilook of the interferograms, 716

as seen previously, with its consequent loose of spatial res- 717

olution. The main limitation of the DA approach is that it 718

requires larger numbers of images to be reliable, typically more 719

than 20 [6]. 720

To face temporal decorrelation phenomena and enhance the 721

phase quality of interferograms, the CPT has been recently 722

adapted to work with PolSAR data. Prior the pixel selection 723

step, the processing may be benefited by the exploitation of 724

polarimetric information. In the classical PSI formulation, only 725

a single-polarimetric channel is considered. This means that all 726

pixels involved in the processing belong to the same polari- 727

metric channel. The objective of polarimetric optimization 728

techniques is to enhance the phase quality of interferograms to 729

significantly increase the number of pixel candidates. 730

Some works on polarimetric optimization have been recently 731

developed by the SAR community for PSI purposes. The idea 732

was originally introduced by the RSLab [54], [55] for its 733

use in the data provided by the polarimetric RiskSAR sensor. 734

For the first time, the use of polarimetric SAR Interferoemtry 735

(PolInSAR) techniques for PSI purposes, which have demon- 736

strated to outperform classical single-polarimetric performance, 737

was proposed. The use of PolInSAR algorithms have been also 738

extended and successfully applied to spaceborne data [56]–[58] 739

in the last few years. A complete study of the different polari- 740

metric optimization techniques and its application to PSI has 741

been recently presented in [59]–[61]. 742

Nowadays the RiskSAR processing chain works with the 743

best, sub-optimum scattering mechanism (SOM) [62] and equal 744

scattering mechanism (ESM) [63] polarimetric optimization 745

methods [60]. All these methods are addressed to find a combi- 746

nation of the original polarimetric channels with the objective 747

to optimize the coherence estimator, when multilooked data are 748

employed, and the DA or TSC, when working at full resolution. 749

In the best approach, for each pixel of the image, the polari- 750

metric channel providing the best response in terms of phase 751

quality is selected. Despite the significant improvement in terms 752

of pixels’ density achieved with this method, this strategy 753

does not completely exploit the potentials of polarimetry. The 754

objective of the other two approaches is to find the optimum 755

scattering coefficient (ESM) or the best polarimetric basis trans- 756

formation (SOM), applied along the whole PolSAR data set that 757

maximizes the phase quality [60]. 758
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Regardless of the polarimetric optimization method and own-759

ing to the lack of topographic component in the GB-SAR760

interferometric phase, a single-baseline optimization process761

may be performed for each interferogram independently. In this762

case, the optimization is hence carried out at interferogram level763

with no risk of adding undesired phase terms due to changes in764

the phase centers within the same pixel. In the case of working765

with multibaseline SAR data, a topographic component in the766

differential phase of the interferograms appears. In this case, the767

optimization must be carried out ensuring the same polarimetric768

mechanism for all the data set. Optimizing them independently769

as in the GB-SAR case would lead to changes in the phase cen-770

ters within the same pixel, corrupting the final displacement771

maps retrieved.772

Summarizing, each pair of acquisitions produces three inter-773

ferograms, one per polarimetric channel. After applying any of774

the polarimetric optimization techniques seen above, the three775

interferograms are reduced to a single one with an optimum776

response in terms of phase quality. This process gives place to a777

significant increase in terms of pixel candidates for the later778

processing. Once the interferograms are optimized, classical779

PSI algorithms can be applied to the new stack of optimized780

interferograms, with no practical differences with respect to781

the single-polarimetric case. The best performance in terms782

of pixels’ density and phase quality is reached with the ESM783

approach but it requires the higher computational cost [60].784

B. Triangulation, Minimization, and Integration785

Once the pixel candidates have been selected, the next step786

consists on carrying out a Delaunay triangulation [64]. The787

objective of the triangulation is to work with phase increments788

among pixels instead of absolute phases. This step is also789

important to avoid phase unwrapping at this stage. Assuming790

a high density of pixel candidates (above 104 pixels/km2), the791

phase increments may reasonably be supposed to have a value792

lower than π radians in most of the interferograms. As it will793

be detailed later, the model adjustment is not affected by hav-794

ing wrapped phases in some of the interferograms. When some795

areas do not have the required density or different clusters of796

pixels appear, redundant network strategies may be employed.797

In this case, pixel candidates are connected uniformly in all798

directions up to a maximum number of arcs forming a spi-799

der web-like network, which adds redundancy to the system.800

Finally, since APS change smoothly in space, the possible801

remaining atmospheric artifacts present in the zero-baseline802

interferograms are also minimized thanks to the triangulation.803

When nonzero-baseline interferograms are available, the804

interferometric phase increment Δϕm,n between two con-805

nected points Pm and Pn by the triangulation can be expressed806

for the ith interferogram as the contribution of the following807

terms [4], [38]:808

Δϕm,n (Ti, Bn,i) =
4π

λ
· Ti · (v(xm, ym)− v(xn, yn))

+
4π

λ
· Bn,i

Ri sin θi
· (ε(xm, ym)− ε(xn, yn))

+ Δϕres
m,n (16)

where (xm, ym) and (xn, yn) indicate the coordinates of 809

the nodes forming the arcm,n, v(xm, ym)− v(xn, yn), and 810

ε(xm, ym)− ε(xn, yn) refer to the increment of linear dis- 811

placement rate and topographic error, λ indicates the wave- 812

length, Ti and Bi are the temporal and spatial baselines, 813

respectively, Ri is the sensor to target distance, θi the incidence 814

angle, and Δϕres
m,n account for the atmospheric, nonlinear, and 815

noise components of the phase. 816

As GB-SAR sensors work under a zero-baseline configura- 817

tion, the phase term due to the topographic error component is 818

not necessary. Likewise, there are no APS contributions in the 819

residue since they were compensated previously. The interfer- 820

ometric phase increment expression seen in (16) may hence be 821

simplified in the following way 822

Δϕm,n (Ti) =
4π

λ
· Ti · (v(xm, ym)− v(xn, yn)) + Δϕres

m,n

(17)

where now Δϕres
m,n accounts only for the nonlinear and noise 823

components of the phase. 824

At this point, a linear model Δϕ mod el
m,n is defined for each arc 825

of the triangulation in order to estimate the linear displacement 826

rate of the deformation process 827

Δϕmodel
m,n (Ti) =

4π

λ
· Ti ·Δv (18)

where Δv = v (xm, ym)− v (xn, yn) refers to the increment of 828

linear displacement rate. 829

In order to find Δv for each arc, the defined model is adjusted 830

to the data observations through the minimization of a cost 831

function defined in the complex plane and addressed as model 832

adjustment function (MAF) Γ [4], [38] 833

Γm,n(v) =
2

N · (N − 1)∣∣∣∣∣∣
N ·(N−1)/2∑

i=1

ejΔϕm,n(Ti) − ejΔϕ mod el
m,n (Ti)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (19)

The minimization is carried out using the conjugate gradient 834

method (CGM) [65], and once it is performed for each arc, the 835

result is a set of velocities’ increments for each selected pixel. 836

As the model adjustment is done in the complex plane, with a 837

uniform distribution of temporal baselines, it is not a problem 838

that some of the interferograms of an arc have wrapped phases. 839

At this stage, the MAF is used to estimate the quality of 840

solutions. Γ lies inside the [0, 1] interval. It reaches the maxi- 841

mum value when the linear model perfectly fits the data, and 842

tends to zero in presence of a poor model adjustment. The 843

MAF values for each arc are used to discard pixels with poor 844

adjustment to the linear model. This is mainly produced in 845

those pixels affected by displacements characterized by strong 846

non-linearities. After this process, those pixels which are left 847

isolated are removed as well. Another iteration of the minimiza- 848

tion process is carried out with the surviving arcs. At this point, 849

the absolute values of velocity v for each pixel are calculated 850

through an integration process. As the solution is floating, one 851
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or multiple seeds with known velocities are used as tie points852

during the integration [4], [38].853

It is worth pointing out that the accuracy of the estimated lin-854

ear displacement strongly depends on the density and quality of855

the selected pixels. To face this problem, the CPT algorithm856

includes a multilayer processing [38] to preserve the accu-857

racy of the pixels with the highest quality and benefit those858

with the lowest quality. The method is based on dividing the859

selected pixels in different layers according to their phase qual-860

ity. Beginning with the top layer, the linear block is iteratively861

processed by adding the successive low-quality layers. Once862

the absolute velocity values are obtained from a layer, they are863

fixed and used as seeds in the following successive integration864

processes. With this approach, the density of pixels is largely865

improved but the quality of the PSI results for the best pixels is866

not affected by the low quality ones [38].867

C. Time Series868

The objective of the last step of the CPT algorithm is869

to obtain the nonlinear component of the displacement, also870

known as timeseries.871

For this purpose, the phase component Δϕmodel correspond-872

ing to the linear model calculated above is subtracted from873

the original interferometric phases Δϕ, leading to the so-called874

phase residues Δϕresidue875

Δϕresidue(Ti) = Δϕ(Ti)−Δϕmodel(Ti). (20)

In orbital-based PSI, the residues account for both the nonlin-876

ear component and the atmospheric artifacts. In order to isolate877

both components a common strategy is based on carrying out a878

filtering process, taking advantage of their particular temporal879

and spatial frequency behaviors [51]. A large number of images880

is required to achieve reliable nonlinear estimation processes.881

Contrarily, the residues in the GB-SAR case are only composed882

by the nonlinear displacement term. Since no filtering process883

is required, a reliable estimation of the nonlinear component884

may be achieved, even when a reduced number of images is885

available.886

The following step to obtain the nonlinear contribution of the887

displacement is based on carrying out a temporal phase unwrap-888

ping of the resulting residues. Since these are expected to889

behave smoothly in both the spatial and the temporal domains,890

the phase unwrapping is less complex at this stage. The reason891

is that the linear contribution has been removed and atmo-892

spheric artifacts are expected not to be present in the phase893

residues.894

Once the unwrapping is carried out, it only remains to obtain895

the interferometric phases the phase of each single image of the896

data set897

Δϕresidue(Ti) = ϕresidue(TMi)− ϕresidue(TSi) (21)

where TMi and TSi refer to as the master and slave898

times belonging to the ith interferogram, respectively. These899

unwrapped residues must be reordered in time and added to900

the model for obtaining the complete description of the non-901

linear temporal evolution of the deformation. In this context,902

the single value descomposition (SVD) algorithm is applied to 903

solve this linear system of equations [4], [38]. 904

Finally, the sum of the linear and nonlinear contribution 905

leads to the total displacement evolution or time series of the 906

deformation process. Optionally, time series can be temporally 907

filtered in order to reduce the remaining noise. 908

At this stage, both the linear estimation and the final time 909

series can be geocoded in Universal Traversal Mercator (UTM) 910

coordinates and be visualized by using geographical informa- 911

tion system (GIS) software or a virtual globe viewer. 912

VII. CONCLUSION 913

This paper has focused on both the GB-SAR hardware archi- 914

tecture and the GB-InSAR processing developed at the RSLab 915

during the last years. The objective has been to summarize 916

the key characteristics of these sensors and the processing 917

chain for ground displacement monitoring applications. First, 918

a brief description of the RiskSAR hardware, highlighting the 919

advantages of working with stepped linear frequency mod- 920

ulated continuous wave signals, has been given. Later, the 921

whole GB-InSAR processing chain for PSI has been widely 922

discussed. 923

All the developments described have been focused on the 924

GB-SAR sensor working in a discontinuous operation mode. 925

This may be seen as a generalization of the continuous opera- 926

tion mode but requires a more complex processing chain. 927

The way to obtain a single time-averaged SLC image from 928

each measurement day has initially been described. The main 929

benefit of this approach is the improvement of the SNR of time- 930

stationary targets. Then, the different alternatives to compensate 931

the APS in GB-SAR measurements along both short-term and 932

long-term temporal spans have been discussed. Performing a 933

correct APS estimation and compensation step has been demon- 934

strated to be a key step for correct displacement estimations. 935

The adaptation of the CPT to work with either single- or fully 936

polarimetric zero-baseline data has been also presented. The 937

redundancy provided by the polarimetric data allows to increase 938

the number of pixels with enough phase quality for the inter- 939

ferometric processing. Higher pixel densities also allow better 940

APS estimation and compensation and a better estimation of 941

both the linear and nonlinear terms of deformation. 942

In part II of this paper [39], the hardware and the process- 943

ing chain are applied to two different scenarios: an urban area 944

with mining induced subsidence and a landslide that is being 945

reactivated with periods of strong rainfalls. The processing of 946

the acquired data will shown the capabilities of GB-SAR sen- 947

sors for monitoring different kinds of displacement phenomena. 948

The obtained results will be deeply analyzed, discussed, and 949

validated with ground-truth data. 950
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